Abstract. The structured representation of cases by attribute graphs in a Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) system for course timetabling has been the subject of previous research by the authors. In that system, the case base is organised as a decision tree and the retrieval process chooses those cases which are sub attribute graph isomorphic to the new case. The drawback of that approach is that it is not suitable for solving large problems. This paper presents a multiple-retrieval approach that partitions a large problem into small solvable sub-problems by recursively inputting the unsolved part of the graph into the decision tree for retrieval. The adaptation combines the retrieved partial solutions of all the partitioned sub-problems and employs a graph heuristic method to construct the whole solution for the new case. We present a methodology which is not dependant upon problem specific information and which, as such, represents an approach which underpins the goal of building more general timetabling systems. We also explore the question of whether this multiple-retrieval CBR could be an effective initialisation method for local search methods such as Hill Climbing, Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing. Significant results are obtained from a wide range of experiments. An evaluation of the CBR system is presented and the impact of the approach on timetabling research is discussed. We see that the approach does indeed represent an effective initialisation method for these approaches.
Introduction Timetabling Problems
Timetabling problems arise in many contexts including transportation 1 , sports events 2 , employee rostering 3, 4 , and educational timetabling 5, 6, 7 . They have been the subject of active recent research 8,9, 10, 11, 12 . This important research field continues to attract the attention of the scientific community as problems become more complex and as new breakthroughs provide better ways of solving them (for example see 13, 14, 15, 16 ). Economic efficiency, costs and resource utilisation are also important drivers for improved timetable generation.
A general timetabling problem consists of assigning a number of events (exams, courses, meetings, etc)
into a limited number of timeslots (periods of time) and venues, whilst minimising the violations of a given set of constraints. Associated constraints are usually classified into two types: hard constraints and soft constraints. Hard constraints should under no circumstances be violated (e.g. no person is assigned to two or more events simultaneously). Soft constraints are desirable but not essential to satisfy (e.g. two events should/should not be consecutive, one event should occur before another, etc).
Course timetabling is a multi-dimensional assignment problem where courses are assigned to classrooms and timeslots 7 . Early approaches to timetabling have included integer linear programming 17 and graph colouring techniques 18, 19 . More recently, various meta-heuristic techniques have been very successful in a wide range of timetabling problems. In course timetabling, Tabu Search was investigated 20 and employed in solving real-world problems 21 and the results were encouraging. Simulated Annealing has also been investigated for course timetabling problems 22, 23 . The Great Deluge algorithm was employed with some success 24 . Genetic Algorithms and Evolutionary Algorithms have been studied widely by researchers 25, 26, 27 in course/school timetabling and approaches that involve hybridising GAs with local search techniques, sometimes called Memetic Algorithms 28, 29 have shown promising results in general university timetabling. Constraint-based techniques have also been employed widely in timetabling 30, 31, 32 . Complexity issues in course timetabling have also been studied in some depth 33, 34 . A wide variety of research papers on different types of timetabling are also available 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 . In this paper we investigate CBR for course timetabling. In particular we present new retrieval and adaptation mechanisms and test their effectiveness in computational experiments based on our previous work 35, 36 .
The research presented in this paper is partly motivated by the goal of developing timetabling FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE.
In CBR, a similarity measure is used to assess the similarity between the problem in hand and the source cases. In most CBR systems, cases are usually represented by a list of feature-value pairs which
represents the values of different features of the problem. The similarity measure can be defined as a nearest neighbourhood approach which sums the differences of values of the features 38 . It is noted that in complex problem domains, the issue of case representation is particularly important 40 and usually it leads to more complex similarity measures. The cases need to be described in such a way that the comparisons between them lead to retrieved source cases which are applicable for the new problems.
The intuitive motivation for exploring CBR for timetabling come about by observing that in the real world, newly generated timetables are often based on previous similar timetables. Indeed, altering "last year's timetable" is an approach favoured by many timetabling officers in schools and universities across the world. A paper which analyses the results of a questionnaire which was completed by administrators in 56 British universities clearly demonstrates that (at least in terms of timetabling) the practice of "re-using part of last year's timetable" is employed by a significant number of the universities that responded 41 . Of course, there is no guarantee that last year's timetable represents a high quality solution. Indeed, in many cases it will not. However, it is often the case that a significant amount of effort is expended in universities to produce a "good" timetable (where "good" is defined by the user's view of what they require). In subsequent years they often "tweak" this "good" timetable because they know (or at least believe) that it is good and want to minimise effort. This work is motivated by situations where institutions have generated a high quality solution and re-use a similar solution each year.
In this particular paper, we work with specially constructed timetabling problems. We are moving towards real world problems. However, because of the nature of case based reasoning, we first need to work with data whose structure we understand (unlike the situation with real world problems) and this is what we are undertaking in this paper. Our goal is to understand how case based reasoning might work on large problems whose structure we understand. The idea is that by doing this, we are better placed to develop a system that can work well when we later apply it to real world data.
We believe that CBR is a valuable technique for timetabling problems that usually have complex constraint features as it indirectly puts emphasis on constraint-directed search (in that it is guided by solutions to "similar problems"). Current state of the art scheduling methodology tends to incorporate very specific information into the general meta-heuristic methods 42, 43, 44, 45 . The standard formulations of the basic meta-heuristic approaches are, of course, quite general in that they can be (and have been)
applied to a wide range of problems. However, in order to be implemented on those problems, a considerable amount of research expertise and programming effort had to be employed. There is often a significant amount of problem specific information hard coded into the methods. Once these approaches are developed they cannot usually be applied to other problems without significant redesign. Indeed, in the case of examination timetabling, Carter and Laporte point out that many exam timetabling systems have been developed for different instances of the same problem i.e. they are specifically developed for the institution in which they were built 7 .
The main point is that while the meta-heuristic methodologies are in themselves general, they require significant "tailoring" by experts to enable them to be applied to real problems. Once tailored, these approaches are often far too problem specific to be transferred to other problems. So if the constraints are altered then usually the method needs to be altered and this is often a very challenging and demanding task. However, case based reasoning approaches do not have such "specific" information hard coded into them. So a timetabling methodology which draws upon case based reasoning holds promise for being more generally applicable (without further re-design and programming effort) and this was another motivation for studying this approach. There are many real world cases where one institution's "good" constraint is another institution's "bad" constraint. Different institutions have very different ideas about what constitutes a good timetable. This point is clearly concluded (in the case of examination timetabling) 41 . It is possible to handle different constraints in meta-heuristic methods but by doing so we make the method more and more specific to those constraints. The more we do it, the less likely the method can be re-used in another situation. The point with CBR is that it is not reliant upon constraint specific information in the same way and so there is potential for a greater level of generality. A large amount of work on CBR has been conducted in a wide range of problem domains which are usually ill-structured including planning, design, advisory services, diagnosis and health 46 .
There is a growing body of literature on methods that attempt to raise the level of generality of optimisation/search systems 47 .
Another major motivation for our approach is to investigate whether or not CBR offers promise as an initialization method for local search approaches which have been widely applied in course timetabling (and indeed in a range of other scheduling problems). The overall question we are seeking to answer here is whether it is worthwhile to build a CBR system to provide us with a "good" solution which can be "fine tuned" by a local search approach to generate a "very good" solution.
As mentioned above, timetabling problems are, of course, a type of scheduling problem. Over the last decade or so there have been a few publications that specifically investigate CBR for some scheduling problems. The CBR scheduling systems that have been described in the literature include the SMARTplan system 48 that models the abstraction of problems of airlift management; the Clavier system 49 for a real-world autoclave management and loading problem; the CBR-1 system 50 where a case base was organised as a semantic net for dynamic job shop scheduling; and the CABINS system 51 that models the heuristic repair actions as cases to interactively repair schedules in job shop scheduling.
Studies of some other approaches have also been carried out for steel production 52 , traditional travelling salesman problems 53 , single machine scheduling problems 53 , nurse rostering 54, 55 , dynamic shop floor problems 56 and production control problems 57 . Some work also addresses research issues in the applications of CBR systems to a wide range of scheduling environments and has presented general frameworks 58, 59 . To our knowledge, no other research has been reported that has investigated CBR specifically for educational timetabling problems except our own work 35, 36 .
Problem Decomposition in Timetabling and CBR
Decomposition and partition techniques have been studied with some success in timetabling problems, which are usually very large and complex. The basic idea is to decompose the problem into a set of subproblems that are small enough to be easily solved by using simple approaches. Then these (hopefully high quality) sub-solutions will be combined to provide a solution for the original problem. The difficulty, of course, is in "re-constructing" the sub-solutions to generate a "final" solution to the whole problem. The method has to avoid making assignments in "earlier" sub-problems which lead to situations where events in later sub-problems cannot be assigned to any timeslot without breaking hard constraints. Carter 60 presented an algorithm in course timetabling that decomposed the courses into relatively independent clusters, which can be solved more easily using reasonably simple approaches.
Robert and Hertz 61 decomposed course timetabling problems into a series of easier assignment type sub-problems. Weare 62 also studied decomposing the timetabling data to produce shorter flexible length timetables. Burke and Newall 63 presented a multi-stage algorithm in an evolutionary approach that decomposed examination timetabling problems by using graph colouring heuristics, and the subproblems were solved by using a memetic approach 28 .
In CBR, decomposition techniques have been mostly employed successfully in design and planning domains where the cases were decomposed by sub-goals or abstraction and the case base was usually organised hierarchically 64, 65 .
A Previously Presented Structured CBR Approach
In previous work the authors have shown that a structured CBR approach 35, 36 worked well in solving course timetabling problems but was incapable of providing good solutions for large problems. This is mainly because the case base storing the cases represented as attribute graphs grows significantly when the size of the cases increases. In this paper, we present an approach that partitions large timetabling problems into smaller solvable sub-problems whose solutions can be obtained by retrieving multiple cases from the case base. It draws upon the structured CBR approach 35, 36 .
The next section presents a brief introduction to the structured CBR system. The new partitioning and adaptation approaches within this structured CBR system are then described. Computational experiments on the new approaches are reported and analysed. This is followed by concluding comments and directions for future work.
The Structured CBR Approach Structured Cases in CBR
In many traditional CBR papers, a feature list is employed to represent cases 38 Structured representation has been successfully employed in CBR in some complex application areas.
Borner et al. employed a structural similarity measure to assess the maximal common sub-graphs between cases 66 in a design task. In the literature, different approaches have been used to determine the required structure for complex cases. In particular, researchers have utilised semantic nets 67 , graphs 68, 69 and trees 70 . The FABEL project 71 provided more information on structured CBR. Gebhardt 72 categorised the existing CBR systems employing structured cases into five groups: restricted geometric relationships, graphs, semantic nets, model-based similarities and hierarchically structured similarities.
In our approach, attribute graphs are employed to handle the level of knowledge required to tackle course timetabling problems 35, 36 . The constraints are represented by edges between each pair of courses, which are represented by vertices. The retrieval process described in this paper is based on the information about the constraints and attempts to find structurally similar cases for reuse. The overriding motivation is that previous timetables with similar constraints will provide a sensible starting point for solving a new timetabling problem.
Attribute Graph Representation and Retrieval Process
Attribute graphs have been used by the authors to structurally represent the requirements in course timetabling problems 35 . Attributes associated with vertices and edges are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. As an illustrative example, Figure The case base is built as a decision tree, storing cases represented by attribute graphs 36 . All the possible (partial) permutations of the courses in the cases are stored hierarchically by clustering the ones representing the similar (sub) attribute graphs under the same node in the tree. The goal of the retrieval process is to find cases that are structurally similar (have similar constraints) to the new case. In the retrieval, branch and bound is used to reduce the size of the search tree by cutting the branches storing graphs or sub-graphs that are not similar to those of the new case. The new case is classified in the decision tree to a set of nodes with similar graphs or sub-graphs, which are then reused in attempting to solve the new case. The similarity measure takes into account the cost of the adaptation of the retrieved case to meet the requirements of the new problem. Different levels of values of the costs are assigned empirically to the substitutions, deletions and insertions of vertices or edges in the new cases to make them the same as the retrieved cases. They are assigned to approximate the cost for the differences between sub-graphs and tested upon the difference they make for retrieving reusable and applicable sub-graphs. More details about the decision tree algorithm and the retrieval process are presented in our previous work 36 .
Partitioning Large Timetabling Problems by Multiple-Retrieval

Multiple-Retrieval Approach
The previous retrieval process 36 retrieved case with a small matched part, the system may not be able to find good solutions for large timetabling problems.
These observations provide the motivation for developing the new multiple-retrieval approach presented in this paper. In the new approach, in each retrieval, cases that are similar to part of the unmatched new case are retrieved and the matched part of the new case is partitioned from it as a subproblem. The partition is made by performing the retrieval process recursively. The recursive retrievals partition the problem into smaller solvable sub-problems based on the retrieval process employed in the previous CBR system 36 . A schematic diagram illustrating the process is presented in Figure 3 .
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A new graph is produced to represent the remaining part of the new case in each retrieval based on that of the last retrieval cycle. In each iteration, the following steps are performed on the attribute graph of the new problem:
(1) The matched part of the attribute graph of the new case in the last cycle is replaced by a super vertex. The attribute of the vertex is set as 0 (ordinary course).
(2) The super vertex in the new attribute graph keeps the edges that are originally adjacent to the matched vertices. When there is more than one edge between a vertex in an un-matched subgraph and the matched vertices, then the attributes of the newly combined edges are decided by the following predefined priorities:
• In order to preserve the feasibility of the final solution, the label 7 that denotes conflict has the highest priority and overwrites the other label.
• In other cases, the new attribute of the new edge will be set as one of the original ones.
By setting conflict as the highest priority, we can guarantee that the combined final solutions (the combining process is shown in the next section) will always be feasible (i.e. satisfy the hard constraints). The newly generated attribute graphs structurally represent the relationships between the matched and un-matched part of the original graph. The attributes of the combined edges approximate (but do not exactly represent) the previous attributes. The possible violations of soft constraints will be fixed in the adaptation phase. Figure 4 illustrates how the new attribute graphs are generated. The vertices 1, 2 and 5 that match a case in the i-1th retrieval are combined into a super vertex S i for the ith retrieval. All the edges adjacent to these matched vertices are now adjacent to S i . In each retrieval, the matched part of the problem is partitioned as a sub-problem that may be solved by adapting the retrieved cases for it. The same process is carried out for the i+1th retrieval. This process stops when no more matched cases can be retrieved for a newly produced graph.
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This multiple-retrieval approach is carried out on the same decision tree and partitions the problem by utilizing the case base rather than by employing fixed rules. It generates sub-problems automatically depending upon the cases in the case base. Usually more than one possible match can be found for each sub-problem that is partitioned. The most similar cases are used to generate a number of candidate timetables. The one with the lowest penalty (calculated by formula (2) below) is selected as the best solution for the new timetabling problem.
The similarity measure in the new multiple-retrieval approach is shown in formula (1). The individual similarity between each sub-problem and the retrieved cases for it is calculated in the same way as when using single retrieval 36 , considering the costs of the substitutions, deletions and insertions of the vertices and edges. In our approach we assign costs by their effect on adaptation: substitution costs are lower than deletion and insertion costs; deletion costs are lower than insertion costs. The costs are set based upon experience. The sum of all the individual similarities is divided by the sum of the overall costs in all retrievals (P + A + D) and subtracted from 1, as shown below:
) ( for the original new case. The combined solution is guaranteed to be feasible as we never release the constraints and all the sub-problems are feasible. Figure 5 illustrates the combining process. Suppose we have obtained the ith and jth sub-solutions based upon the retrieved cases for the ith and jth sub-problems partitioned in Figure 3 . We present the sub-solutions as lists of courses in timeslots, represented as boxes in Figure 4 . These sub-solutions are combined by substituting the corresponding super vertex S j by the jth sub-solution 3 6 7 S i 4. Then we substitute S i by the ith sub-solution 2 5 1. After substituting all the super vertices, a partial solution combining all the sub-solutions is generated for the original new case.
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The combined partial solution is adapted to generate the final solution. The adaptation process uses the following basic timetabling method to allocate rooms and improve the CBR generated solution, taking into consideration the soft constraints presented in Table 1 and Table 2. 1. All the courses in the combined solution are assigned to the smallest feasible rooms available;
2. All the courses that cannot be assigned to rooms or violate the soft constraints are unscheduled and inserted into an unscheduled list. The courses that are not yet scheduled are also collected;
3. The courses in the unscheduled list are then rescheduled by a graph heuristic method with tournament selection considering the room constraints, which we will explain below.
Graph heuristic with tournament selection. The graph heuristic with tournament selection (GHT) 73 is used to schedule the courses in the unscheduled list one by one to the first timeslot and room with no violations of any constraints (penalty-free). Tournament selection is used to select the first course every time from a randomly chosen subset of courses of the unscheduled list sorted decreasingly by their importance (number of constraints with the other courses). Those courses that cannot be assigned to a penalty-free timeslot will be scheduled to the timeslots that lead to the lowest penalty after all the others have been scheduled. When a tie is met, the course is randomly assigned to an available timeslot. A course will be left as unscheduled if it cannot be scheduled without violating a hard constraint or no room is available.
The GHT approach forms the basis of the Optime examination timetabling system which has been commercially implemented in institutions in Australia, France, New Zealand, UK and the USA. Optime is being marketed by eventMap Ltd (a company which is a spin out of the Automated Scheduling, Optimisation and Planning Group at University of Nottingham). It quickly produces solutions that the users consider to be of high quality. Future work will enrich the case base with other "good" solutions but we must keep in mind that one institution's good solution is another institution's bad solution.
Penalty function. The penalty function given in formula (2) is used to evaluate every timetable generated in the experiments carried out in the next section.
Penalty(t) = 100 U(t) + 5 S(t)
U(t) is the number of courses not scheduled. They are assigned a high cost of 100. Violations of soft constraints, indicated by S(t), are assigned a relatively low cost of 5.
Experiments and Results
We have carried out an extensive series of experiments on specially constructed data sets. At this stage, we need to analyse the behaviour of the multiple-retrieval approach on data that has been constructed in a systematic way. We are specifically not working with real data at this stage because we do not understand the structure of arbitrary large real world data sets. In order to understand how the CBR approach is working we need to specifically construct the data so that we understand the structure. By experimenting with data whose structure we understand we are better placed to develop a system that can work well when we later apply it to real world data. We have no say over the structure of the real world data but if data is causing a CBR system to act in a certain way, we need to be aware of the structure of that data in order to understand why. The point is that if we construct the data, we know what we have and have a better chance of understanding what features are playing a role. If we just take arbitrary real world data sets we have no idea about the specific structure of these problems and it will be so much more difficult to understand how they are affecting the system during the development stage.
A large number of experiments have been carried out to solve timetabling problems of different size on case bases with different types and sizes of cases. We define two types of cases in the case bases:
simple and complex (of small or large size). In complex cases, every course has at most 4 (and at least 1) constraints. Courses in simple cases have at most 3 (and at least 1) constraints. Small cases have 6 to 10 courses and larger cases have 10 to 15 courses. Attributes of the courses are randomly generated.
The solutions of these cases in the case bases are obtained by using Graph Heuristic with Tournament Selection (GHT) 73 . Recall that this method is currently implemented in a commercial system.
Nine sets of new cases are considered each with 20 different new cases of the same size. The first of these sets has 10 courses; the second has 15 courses and so on up to 50 courses. The GHT is used to solve these cases from scratch. These solutions are then compared with those from the multiple-retrieval CBR approach on different case bases.
The second major aspect of our experiments explores the employment of the multiple-retrieval CBR as the initialisation approach for Hill Climbing, Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search in order to determine whether CBR might provide solutions which are a good starting point for meta-heuristic methods.
Case Bases with Simple Cases
The first group of experiments is carried out on a set of case bases containing 5, 10 or 15 simple cases of small or large size (3 X 2 = 6 case bases in all). All the new cases are then input to these 6 case bases to be solved by using the multiple-retrieval approach with adaptation employing the GHT. These solutions are compared with those generated from scratch by the same GHT. We can see that the multiple-retrieval CBR approach with GHT as the adaptation method produces lower penalty timetables than those obtained by using the GHT alone to generate the timetables from scratch. It is observed from the trendlines of the results from the charts that the penalties of the timetables obtained by using the CBR approach with different case bases are close to each other but, in general (7 out of 9), case bases with larger cases provide timetables with slightly higher penalties on average over the 20 different new cases.
Case bases with Complex Cases
Another set of experiments has been undertaken on the nine sets of new cases to investigate the use of case bases with complex cases. Figure 7 shows the average penalties of the timetables obtained from case bases with 5, 10 or 15 large and small complex cases. Again, in general, case bases with small cases provide better results than those with large cases (7 out of 9). In all of these cases, GHT on its own obtained solutions with a higher penalty value than the CBR approach that uses GHT as the adaptation method. 
Comparison and Evaluation on Case Bases with Small Cases
From all the experiments carried out on different case bases, we can observe that case bases with both large and small cases provide better results than those obtained by the GHT without employing the CBR approach. CBR with case bases of smaller cases has better performance in terms of lower penalty timetables for the new cases of different size than CBR with large cases. Smaller sub-graphs in the retrieved multiple sub-solutions seem to provide a better basis for the adaptation to produce timetables of higher quality. Timetables combined from larger sub-solutions also have lower penalties than those obtained by the GHT method alone. However, the sub-solutions provided by retrieving larger cases are much more likely to be destroyed in the adaptation to fulfil the new constraints of the new cases and thus reusing smaller sub-solutions yields better results than when reusing larger sub-solutions upon solving the same problems.
The results of our experiments on case bases of small simple and complex cases are illustrated in Figure   8 . We can see that CBR with case bases of complex cases provides better results than those produced by case bases of simple cases. Also, our previous tests 36 showed that complex cases in the case base provide more scheduling structures and lead to a higher proportion of successful retrievals than those from simple cases. So by building a case base of small complex cases, the multiple-retrieval CBR approach will perform the best in reusing previous small scheduling structures to provide a good basis for generating high quality timetables.
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Comparison of Retrieval Time on Different Case Bases
The retrieval time of the multiple-retrieval CBR approach varies on different case bases for different new cases. We do not present the solution times of adaptation as they are just a few seconds in the worst case. The experiments are run on a Pentium III 800 Hz PC with 128MB memory. The overall retrieval times for new problems on the case bases with simple and complex cases are presented in Figure 9 ,
showing that retrieval in case bases with small cases takes longer than with large cases. Retrieval in the case base with 5 small cases requires the longest time because the case base will provide small sub-solutions in every retrieval. Thus more retrievals on the case base are needed for the new case. Also the decision tree built from complex cases is much larger than that built from simple cases because a larger number of sub-graph structures is stored in the decision tree. Thus retrieval on the decision tree built from small complex cases takes much more time. With the limited number of scheduling structures that 5 simple cases can provide, more time is needed to find a match from the case base. Large cases provide larger sub-solutions for the new cases and thus less retrievals are needed so retrievals in case bases of large simple course cases need less time.
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The retrieval time for case bases of complex cases shows a similar pattern to that of simple cases. The longest retrieval time is needed for the case base with 5 small complex cases. The case bases storing complex cases are much larger than those of simple cases, so the retrieval time is longer than that for the simple cases addressing the same new case.
Multiple-Retrieval CBR as the Initialisation Method for Local Search (Meta-)Heuristics
The results of our experiments led to a natural question: would the suggested CBR approach provide a good starting point for local search (meta-)heuristics such as Hill Climbing, Tabu Search and Simulated
Annealing. The motivation here is that the CBR approach might be able to generate good solutions which local search could then "fine tune". With this question in mind, we carried out another set of experiments to investigate the possibility of employing the multiple-retrieval CBR with small complex cases as an initialisation method for local search methods. We compare the results from this method with results that employ initialisation by GHT alone. The table in Figure 10 presents the penalties of timetables generated by local search methods with the multiple-retrieval CBR and with GHT as the initialisation methods. The figures presented in parentheses give the number of new cases that cannot obtain feasible solutions by the specific methods. The best average results over all of the problems with all of the methods are presented in bold in the table. Due to the fact that not all of the new cases can obtain feasible solutions by Hill Climbing, we present only the results from Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search in the chart in Figure 10 . We can observe that all the local search methods with multipleretrieval CBR as the initialisation method significantly outperform local search methods with GHT as initialisation. Recall that GHT is a highly effective method which is commercially implemented in institutions around the world. The multiple-retrieval CBR does indeed provide a good starting point for the local search methods for these problems. It is particularly interesting that multiple-retrieval CBR with small complex cases as an initialisation method for Simulated Annealing provides the best results over all the other methods investigated in this paper.
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Conclusions
This work demonstrates the value of investigating CBR for solving course timetabling problems. The knowledge implicitly embedded in previous high quality timetables is modelled and stored in a case base to help provide good quality timetables quickly and to avoid a large amount of computation and searching time. The multiple-retrieval CBR can be employed on timetabling problems of different sizes.
Large timetabling problems are tackled by a partitioning process that is carried out recursively to automatically decompose the problems into smaller solvable sub-problems. The solutions of the partitioned sub-problem can be obtained by adapting high quality timetables from the retrieved problems that have similar constraints. High quality scheduling structures in the sub-solutions found by multiple retrievals are retained after the combination in the adaptation phase. These structures provide good scheduling blocks for the final solution of the new problem. By employing this approach, cases in the case base that are much smaller than the new problem to be solved can be reused repeatedly for solving parts of the new problem and thus the case base does not have to contain a large amount of large cases. This avoids the memory problem that plagues many structured CBR systems.
For every sub-problem that has been partitioned, there are always some retrieved cases (though with different similarities) for reuse. The differences between the retrieved cases and parts of the new problem are recorded and provide the adaptation information, leading to an efficient adaptation-guided retrieval. Thus the retrieved cases are guaranteed to be adaptable. A similarity measure takes into consideration how difficult it is to adapt these blocks in the retrieved cases according to the differences recorded to fulfil the constraints of the original problem.
One of the main motivations for the research described in this paper is the goal of developing a timetabling system that can operate at a higher level of generality than current technology can support.
Such systems would, of course, be much less resource intensive to implement and would be applicable to a wider range of problems. The aim here is not (necessarily) to beat the well-studied meta-heuristic approaches that tend to be very problem specific. Rather, the aim is to develop systems that can deal with a wider range of problems and yet can still produce solutions that are comparable with the problem specific meta-heuristics. Meta-heuristic approaches to solve timetabling problems can be sensitive to initial parameter settings. The CBR approach, of course, has no such drawbacks, and as such, it may offer significant opportunities in the development of fundamentally more general timetabling/scheduling systems.
On the other hand, research into meta-heuristic methods has provided significant advances in timetabling technology. In addition, Burke, Newall and Weare 29 and Corne and Ross 74 have shown that appropriate initialisation strategies can improve the overall performance of timetabling meta-heuristics.
Another potential impact that CBR could have on timetabling research is in its employment as an initialisation method for meta-heuristic methods. We have demonstrated in this paper that the multipleretrieval CBR approach obtains good sub-solutions for the new problem and provides a good initialisation strategy for local search (meta-)heuristics such as Hill Climbing, Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing. Indeed, the CBR approach is able to employ past experience about solving "similar" problems to provide a high quality solution to the problem in hand. The local search (meta-)heuristics are then able to take such solutions and "fine-tune" them to provide further improvement.
Some Future Research Directions
A large number of experiments have been carried out in this paper. Future work will include testing our multiple-retrieval CBR system on sets of real-world benchmark course timetabling data. . We are currently putting together some more benchmark course timetabling problems. They are available at http://www.asap.cs.nott.ac.uk/themes/tt and the authors welcome further contributions from other timetabling researchers. Current research in course timetabling is trying to provide a CBR mechanism that can be easily adapted to solve a range of course timetabling problems. We also believe that, because of the general modelling method used, the basic mechanism of our structured multiple-retrieval CBR approach will be applicable in a range of problems (where the problems can be modelled as attribute graphs) like educational exam timetabling, and other types of constraint satisfaction problems.
Of course, a major research question for future work is how to employ CBR for large real-world problems because the decision tree can grow exponentially. However, there is some promising recent research work which can help to deal with this problem. Some meta-heuristic methods including Memetic Algorithms 79, 80 that have been studied recently for graph matching may be potentially beneficial for the sub-graph matching in our CBR approach, but this hypothesis has to be tested as the subject of future work. 
